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Universities and Associations Logos:
Traditional Field Culture is Exclusive

• Field work is necessary, the culture surrounding it needs to change.

• Field culture marginalizes people with disabilities, both in and out of the field.
Are We Allowed to Ask?
Getting to know your students

- Faculty & Admin perspective: Legal, ethical & safety considerations.

- Student Perspective: Privacy and Discrimination concerns, otherness.
Promotion of Field Trips & Courses

Consider these:

How are you promoting field learning opportunities?

Who are you ultimately targeting or excluding in the way you promote the trip?
Key Information for Field Trips

**Information is key for inclusion!**

Lack of specific information is one reason students with disabilities choose not to attend field courses (Hall & Healey, 2005).

**You MUST be prepared to answer questions about:**

- Basic accessibility: lodging details, terrain, physical expectations.
- Daily routine: hours in the field per day, bathroom situation, breaks, meals, etc.
During the Field Trip

What you say matters!

Students look to faculty to set the tone. Are you excluding people by the way you talk about activities?

Example: Accessible routes as boring/uninteresting.
Identifying and Dismantling Barriers

**Academic Components:**

- Accommodations – modifications for one, versus Universal Design for all.
- Teaching individually versus whole group overview and debriefing.

**Social Components:**

- Build in time for purposeful and inclusive collaboration.
- Plan/ encourage social activities to be as inclusive as possible.
Contingency Planning & Supporting Student’s Needs

• Thinking through the “what ifs”?

• Utilizing resources: accessible field tech kit, the IAGD network.

• Finding support at your institution: disability services, education technology departments, accessible vehicles, etc.


Designing Remote Field Experiences

New and existing resources and activities to support remote or virtual summer capstone field experiences

https://nagt.org/nagt/teaching_resources/field/designing_remote_field_experiences.html
Summary

- Traditional field culture is exclusive, but we can change that.
- Get to know your students! Establish a climate of trust and inclusion.
- How you promote field experiences, both in and out of the field, matters!
- Many academic and social barriers to participation can be addressed proactively.
- There are resources available to help you make field work more inclusive for all students.

Connect with us!

The IAGD:  www.theIAGD.org  @AccessibleGEO
Anita:  anita.marshall@ufl.edu  @BakingSodaVolc
Chris:  christopher.atchison@uc.edu  @ProfAtchison